Standard Repair
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Ensure surfaces are clean, dry and dust free.
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Put on goggles and gloves provided.
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Time to work quickly - liberally apply
pre-mixed resin to repair area making ready
to receive matting. You have approximately
15 minutes total working time.
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Cut matting to shape of repair using
scissors provided, ensuring there is at least
a 50mm (2in) overlap on all sides. Set aside
for later use.

Whilst resin is still wet apply matting over
wetted in area and then brush more
pre-mixed resin over matting, ensuring you
cover all the matting.
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Once any remaining
mixed resin has
completely hardened
it can be disposed of
as domestic waste.
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Carefully open resin pot
and stir in catalyst powder
with stirring stick provided.
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Repairing
around pipes
1

Ensure surfaces are clean, dry and dust free.

2

Put on goggles and gloves provided.

6

Carefully open
resin pot and stir in
catalyst powder
with stirring
PART B
stick provided.
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Cut matting to the
circumference of
the pipe + 50mm.

Time to work quickly - first liberally apply
pre-mixed resin around pipe and to repair
area making ready to receive matting. You
have approximately 15 minutes total
working time.
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Make a series of cuts approximately 25mm
wide by 75mm long along the length of the
matting.
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Whilst resin is still wet apply
matting over wetted in area,
leaving the 25mm cuts to lay
on the roof surface and
then brush more resin
over matting, ensuring
you cover all the matting.
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Now place one of the pieces of matting over
the fanned out matting on the roof deck and
paint over with resin. Repeat for other side.
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Cut another piece of
matting with a rough
semi-circle slightly
smaller than the pipe
circumference cut out.
Repeat this for the
other side,
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